**Wednesday 1st July**

Today you have a short video to watch. It is a puppet show based on the book called 'I Want My Hat Back' by Jon Klassen. You may, or may not, know the story. I think it is great!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBJmp1c3XIQ

Once you have watched the puppet show, you need to create your own puppet show. There are some cut outs available so you can stick them onto some lolly sticks, or natural sticks, and put on a little puppet show of the story!

You could use the back of a sofa or a chair for your show, or if you have a large cardboard box, maybe you could make your own mini theatre too.

If you prefer to do your own puppet show of a different story that you know better, then that is fine too.

Please video your puppet show and send it in for us to see!

There is also an activity back based on this story if you are interested in using it.

If you feel confident in making your own play/story then you could consider entering this competition.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBJmp1c3XIQ